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Applying Standard Interfaces to a Process-Control Language
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
A method of applying open-operating-
system standard interfaces to the NASA
User Interface Language (UIL) has been
devised. UIL is a computing language
that can be used in monitoring and con-
trolling automated processes: for exam-
ple, the Timeliner computer program,
written in UIL, is a general-purpose soft-
ware system for monitoring and control-
ling sequences of automated tasks in a
target system. In providing the major ele-
ments of connectivity between UIL and
the target system, the present method of-
fers advantages over the prior method.
Most notably, unlike in the prior method,
the software description of the target sys-
tem can be made independent of the ap-
plicable compiler software and need not
be linked to the applicable executable
compiler image. Also unlike in the prior
method, it is not necessary to recompile
the source code and relink the source
code to a new executable compiler
image. Abstraction of the description of
the target system to a data file can be de-
fined easily, with intuitive syntax, and
knowledge of the source-code language
is not needed for the definition.
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